
Camaro Bumper Mask Installation Instructions:
Step #1: Clean the bumper and surfaces under the car and the fender wells with tar /grease remover.

Step #2: Remove the three (3) screws that attach the fender liner to the front fascia of the car and replace
with the snap head screw(s) supplied with the FBM.
*Note: Turn the front wheels to gain easy access to the screws and replace one screw at a time

Step #3: Now temporarily install the mask by attaching the snaps on one end of the FBM to the inside of
the fender. Stretch the FBM across the front of the bumper  (the top has the plastic retainer clips)  but do
not attach the top clips at this time. Now attach the snaps on the other end of the mask to the inside of the
other fender. Note the location of the Velcro piece on the top edge of the mask. Mark this location on the
fender liner(s)

Step #4 Remove the mask and install the 3M dual lock tape to the fender liner. Locate to line up with the
mating piece on the mask. Note Clean the area thoroughly with alcohol and apply the 3M primer before
installing the tape to ensure good adhesion. (Note: allow the tape to dry for 20 minutes.)

Step #5 Reinstall the mask. From the center of the car, position the mask by pulling it under the bumper.
Now attach the retainer clips to the top grill  bar (there should be some tension on the clips as you go to
attach them to the car).

Care of your bumper mask: The mask may be cleaned using a mild detergent  (no bleach). You may hand or machine wash (use a
laundry bag when machine washing). Use a concentrated soap solution on areas of the mask that may be particularly dirty. Allow the
material to air dry. Always make sure the front of the car is clean and free of sand and grit before installing the Bumper Mask . For
the best life do not leave the mask on the car for extended periods.
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